
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of reservations manager. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for reservations manager

Keep current on all policies and procedures ensuring that they are strictly
adhered to
Keep current on all computer system and telephone related upgrades and
enhancements
To assist with any other responsibilities as assigned by management
To consistently seek to improve the department through personal action and
by contributing ideas
To maintain a working knowledge of other functions within the department in
order to assist as and when required
Monitor associates and provide effective feedback to team members
Assist in providing team orientation to new hires within the training
timeframe
Be available to meet with associates at the office if required
Managers may be required to work different shifts to accommodate the
changing demands of myPlace Canada business requirements, their
colleagues including work on the weekends and statutory holidays as
myPlace Canada is open for business 24/7 which may require working more
or less than fifty hours per week
Ability to communication professionally and appropriately both verbally and
written communication to associates including preparing and delivering
progressive discipline if necessary
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May not have a written warning on file
Must have no more than 4 absences in the past 6 months and late starts,
leave earlies, late from lunch/break must be at an acceptable level
Above average rating on most recent performance review
Manager Reference - Manager has to recommend the associate in order for
the associate to continue on
A non-exempt associate must remain in their current position six (6) months
before being eligible to post for another position
An exempt associate must remain in their current position for twelve (12)
months before being eligible to post for another position


